teh Dia (9:14:34 PM): *eats more salt*
DWsage007 (9:14:51 PM): Why do I have this snersne of foreboding doom?
LovelyJester (9:15:16 PM): salllllllllllt is of der penis. >.> *lurks*
teh Dia (9:15:42 PM): o_______________o
teh Dia (9:15:50 PM): *bites lex*
teh Dia (9:15:53 PM): bad lex! ><
LovelyJester (9:15:54 PM): *Bitten*
LovelyJester (9:15:56 PM): XD
LovelyJester (9:16:00 PM): mweheheheheh!
teh Dia (9:16:48 PM): when I'm enjoying a nice salty bit of food I DO NOT want to think of penis!
teh Dia (9:17:00 PM): you're as bad as Neko!
XStrike8 (9:19:04 PM): Hahha
XStrike8 (9:19:13 PM): Wassat? SO is Ice Cream of the Penis too, Lex? >.>
teh Dia (9:21:46 PM): sure it is, Shaun
teh Dia (9:21:55 PM): it's white creamy goodness after all
LovelyJester (9:24:26 PM): o.o no......penis and icecream don't mix.
LovelyJester (9:24:37 PM): you put the penis with the icecream and penis go bye bye!
LovelyJester (9:24:45 PM): so penis doesn't equal icecream.
LovelyJester (9:24:46 PM): o.o
teh Dia (9:24:56 PM): >.>
teh Dia (9:25:00 PM): Are you so sure about that?
LovelyJester (9:25:18 PM): >.> mmmmmm.........................hmmmmmmm......i believe so.......i've not made a penis sundae in years.
teh Dia (9:25:21 PM): So icecream = PenisBGone?
dragonclawsedw (9:25:28 PM): ....O_o;;;
dragonclawsedw (9:25:33 PM): .... *resumes lurking*
teh Dia (9:25:53 PM): *grabs a gallon of ice cream*
teh Dia (9:25:59 PM): hey Sage! Get over here. >.>
teh Dia (9:26:06 PM): Come help the cause of science and knowledge!
LovelyJester (9:26:57 PM): YES ICECREAM IS TEH PENIS BANISHER.
LovelyJester (9:27:12 PM): >.> you want to sage......you WANT to.
DWsage007 (9:27:30 PM): Why me? Why not....someone else?
teh Dia (9:27:44 PM): Cuz yer there. o.o Now c'mere!
DWsage007 (9:27:55 PM): Er.....what if I don't want to?
teh Dia (9:27:59 PM): >.>
LovelyJester (9:28:01 PM): cos you have a penis! :D!
teh Dia (9:28:10 PM): Lex, you have the lasso?
LovelyJester (9:28:16 PM): o.o you don't want us to scientifically experiment on your manhood?
LovelyJester (9:28:21 PM): always. i am texan.
DWsage007 (9:28:29 PM): ....Why me?
teh Dia (9:28:31 PM): excellent. ^_^ bring 'im in!
LovelyJester (9:28:32 PM): *pulls one off her bed and tosses it to dia*
LovelyJester (9:28:39 PM): o.o um.....you use it.
DWsage007 (9:28:40 PM): *Flees*
teh Dia (9:28:47 PM): o.o;; I don't know how to!
teh Dia (9:28:50 PM): I'm not Texan!
Kain44 (9:28:57 PM): *blinks*
teh Dia (9:28:58 PM): *tosses it back*
DWsage007 (9:29:02 PM): *Is far far away*
Kain44 (9:29:02 PM): *trips DW*
DWsage007 (9:29:40 PM): *Tripped* Ow.
LovelyJester (9:29:45 PM): *lassos sage*
LovelyJester (9:29:49 PM): YEEEEEEEEEEE FUGGIN HA!
DWsage007 (9:29:50 PM): Get Kain! HIM! *Lassoed*
teh Dia (9:29:56 PM): XD
Kain44 (9:29:57 PM): >_>
Kain44 (9:30:05 PM): *slides off before he gets victimized as well*
LovelyJester (9:30:17 PM): *puts on a ten gallon hat and chaps* 6.6 i feel so damn kinky it hurts. yay for texanisms.........
DWsage007 (9:30:17 PM): I never agreed to this! I don't want to have my penis banished!
teh Dia (9:30:22 PM): *sits on on Sage's chest and hands the ice cream to Lex*
LovelyJester (9:30:29 PM): o.o WHOO!
teh Dia (9:30:30 PM): who said your penis would get banished?
teh Dia (9:30:32 PM): it just MIGHT
teh Dia (9:30:33 PM): o.o
teh Dia (9:30:37 PM): we're here to find out. ^_^
Kain44 (9:30:43 PM): *watches from a safe distance with binoculars* o.o
teh Dia (9:30:45 PM): Vanilla bean icecream, mmm...
LovelyJester (9:30:51 PM): *Takes a ferret, rolls it in the icecream and sticks it down sages pants*
LovelyJester (9:30:53 PM): >:D
teh Dia (9:30:57 PM): o__o
DWsage007 (9:30:59 PM): Kain, you coward!
Kain44 (9:30:59 PM): o_O;;;;;
teh Dia (9:31:00 PM): Ferret?
Kain44 (9:31:14 PM): *yells in a mega phone* YOU KNOW IT!
teh Dia (9:31:23 PM): Gosh darn it, now if his penis disappears, it might have been the ferret, and not the ice cream!
DWsage007 (9:31:27 PM): You might HELP ME!
teh Dia (9:31:32 PM): we need another sucke-- errr, aid.
DWsage007 (9:31:36 PM): gah!
DWsage007 (9:31:41 PM): PAIN!
DWsage007 (9:31:49 PM): OH DEAR LORD HELP ME!
Kain44 (9:31:58 PM): *yells in mega phone* And get in the way of the two crazy women? I think not!
LovelyJester (9:32:00 PM): XD HEHEHEHEHE
teh Dia (9:32:07 PM): *hops up and skips up behind Kain* ^_^ HI! *glomp*
teh Dia (9:32:11 PM): Lex! I got another one!
LovelyJester (9:32:13 PM): but ferrets don't eat penis!
Kain44 (9:32:15 PM): *glomped* <_<!?
LovelyJester (9:32:17 PM): o.o
teh Dia (9:32:18 PM): *deathgrip*
Kain44 (9:32:21 PM): X_X;;;
teh Dia (9:32:22 PM): bring the ice cream!
LovelyJester (9:32:28 PM): *pours all the icecream down his pants*
Kain44 (9:32:33 PM): o.o
LovelyJester (9:32:37 PM): v.v but the ferrets give a better application.
Kain44 (9:32:37 PM): ........
teh Dia (9:32:45 PM): *lets go of Kain*
DWsage007 (9:32:46 PM): *Runs while they are distracted* Glad that worked...
teh Dia (9:32:46 PM): o.o
teh Dia (9:32:50 PM): so, is your penis still there?
Kain44 (9:32:58 PM): ... -_- ... -.-
Kain44 (9:33:01 PM): ^_^
Kain44 (9:33:07 PM): That feels good.
Kain44 (9:33:10 PM): :D
Kain44 (9:33:16 PM): *drops his pants*
Kain44 (9:33:21 PM): .... yup still there.
DWsage007 (9:33:38 PM): *Is in Canada by now*
teh Dia (9:33:46 PM): o__o See, Lex?
Kain44 (9:33:52 PM): *runs about in his underwear*
teh Dia (9:33:57 PM): Ice cream doesn't make a penis go away. >.>
(9:34:06 PM) Thalakos Magi has entered the room.
teh Dia (9:34:07 PM): So therefore, whenever you eat ice cream, you must think of penis!

